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Date of birth: 8th april 1985
Nationality: Slovenian

Contact
Address: Gerbičeva 33, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
Address: Erzelj 13, 5271 Vipava, Slovenia
GSM: +386 40 80 96 76
Email: e@juresah.si
Webpage: www.juresah.si

Formal Education
2000

Technical gymnasium Srednja Agroživilska šola, Ljubljana, Slovenia
Degree acquired in 2004

Experience with computers / programming
2016

Transferred to Igor Srdoč s.p.
Access to interdisciplinary team that specializes in computers, focusing my creative effort on this field

2011

Transfered to BIA Separations d.o.o. as IT department head
Gained buisness process experience, helping them automate by creating functional intranet applications

2010

Established web-development organisation DENIA with Igor Srdoč
Held lectures in website authoring for numerous startup founders who still remember us.

2008

Also a web-developer on the side
Worked with professional designers to write websites for companies like Biobanka d.o.o. and 12postaja

2003

Employed at BIA d.o.o. as an independent developer
Programming of research biological and chemical reactor - control software, for the Biotechnical faculty, Krka and Lek

2002

First international programming collaboration: ICI-ICSA; team of 3
A proof of concept peer-to-peer distributed execution system with high encryption; authored everything except encryption

2000

Worked with Ryan Morris
Programming team called MesonAI

1996

Mastery of programming language: QuickBASIC
Learned utilization of all the commands in the language

1993

First programming language: Sinclair BASIC
Dazzling programming with computer graphics

1990

First computer: HP 9825A
Learned to type before learning how to write

Work Experience
Commercial
2016

Igor Srdoč s.p.
- System administrator
- Software developer
- Technical support engineer

2011

BIA Separations d.o.o.
- System administrator
- Software developer
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2003

BIA d.o.o.
- Software developer
- Technical support engineer

Non-profit
2015

Društvo za trajnostni razvoj Duh časa
- Senior engineer
- Work-process optimization advisor
- Developer

2010

DENIA - Development of European Non-Profit Internet Activity
- Web developer
- Lecturer

2010

Očistimo slovenijo v enem dnevu
- Technical support

2008

Earth Organisation for Sustainability
- Researcher
- Web developer

Skills & Personality
PHP & MySQL, HTML5 / CSS3 / jQuery, etc
Numerous industrial programming languages
x86 Assembly, XSLT & XML
Linux server (bash, etc)

Windows domain administration
Linux domain integration
High reliability OEM
Full stack developer

I have worked with many programming languages to date, to the point that learning a new language is inconsequential to me. However, I am very strong
with programming languages that work well with me on an intuitive level. My favorite programming language is PHP, because it is possible to arrive at
functional results in it quickly. I am very fond of Assembly, because I feel you cannot claim to know how to make safe code, if you don't know what's really
going on. When asked to make a website, I write the HTML5 myself. I prefer lightweight IDEs and vim.
People value my professional attitude and my ability to make sure problems get solved. While I prefer to work with clear instructions and structure, I am
quite capable of and have experience in leading projects and/or departments. When something is not working, my impulse is to first check my work for
errors.
I appreciate function over form. I believe in professional values of quality and reliability, while also being willing and able to contend with the limitations
of today.

Languages
Slovenian - fluent conversation & active
English - fluent conversation & active
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